
MANUFACTURERS OF FOODSERVICE SOLUTIONS
Established in 1981, Renau Corporation has built a reputation as the foodservice industry’s premier designer 
and manufacturer of custom controls and kitchen systems. With dedication to innovation, quality and integrity, 
Renau was one of the first in the industry to introduce technology such as digital controls, touchscreens, and 
wireless connectivity.

Renau understands that no foodservice environ-
ment is the same and every operator has needs 
unique to their business. In order to address 
requirements both large and small, the Smart 
Kitchen System line of products was specifically 
designed with modularity and customization in 
mind. It is this level of adaptability which allows 
the SKS to act as a complete solution for many of 
the problems currently facing commercial kitch-
ens.

With Smart Kitchens being the way of the future, 
Renau remains committed in it’s goal of providing 
operators with an easier and more economical 
path to a smarter kitchen.
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COOLER /FREEZER
CONTROL & MONITOR

Features:
• Temperature monitoring for up to two zones
• User programmable High/Low alarms
• Door switch and alarm
• Optional panic button and light with motion  

sensor
• Temperature graphing and logging
• Door heater support
• Battery backup
• Probe failure detection
• Renau Cloud compatible

Renau’s CFCM-240 is the first modular cooler/freezer 
walk-in monitor AND control. Featuring a durable design 
sporting a vibrant 2.4” touchscreen display, the CFCM’s 
simple interface provides operators with easily recogniz-
able status information and alerts. As a member of the 
Smart Kitchen System line of products, the CFCM is fully 
compatible with Renau Cloud. Pairing with Renau Cloud 
adds additional functionality such as wireless program-
ming, monitoring, data logging, and email or SMS alerts. 
Along with wireless connectivity, the CFCM also includes 
all standard walk-in monitor features such as two zone 
support, high/low alarms, and battery backup.

The CFCM was designed to cater to the needs of both 
foodservice equipment manufacturers and kitchen oper-
ators alike. With support for all Renau modules, the CFCM 
has the ability to act as a complete monitor and control so-
lution for commercial refrigeration equipment. Manufac-
turers simply connect the proper power and temperature 
modules with the CFCM.  Foodservice operators looking 
to get more out of their walk-in can also take advantage 
of the CFCM. With dimensions comparable to common 
electrical junction boxes, a certified technician can quick-
ly and easily replace an existing walk-in monitor with the 
CFCM. Thereby providing a much more economical path 
to smart equipment.

Along with programmable high/low and door alarms, the 
CFCM also has the ability to detect and alert operators to 
failing temperature probes. This provides valuable time to 
replace probes BEFORE a potential disaster occurs.

As with all Renau products, modularity remains a key fo-
cus. The CFCM offers optional outputs for additional 
modules such as an external buzzer, panic button, motion 
sensor or door heater. It is precisely this level of integra-
tion that sets the CFCM-240 apart from other current of-
ferings.



Wireless Sensor Module
Compatible with all SKS sensors/probes.
Pairs with the Gateway and either Renau Cloud 
or SKT for temperature monitoring and alerts.
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CFCM
Modular walk-in cooler/freezer monitor and 
control designed to cater to the needs of both 
foodservice equipment manufacturers and 
operators.

1TH5004
4 temperature probes on a single connector
for multi-zone monitoring.

Gateway
Renau Cloud Access point connects with your router 
to allow for kitchen monitoring anywhere in the world 
with a WiFi connection.

Mini-Sensor
Compact, wireless temperature sensor.

1TH5001
Highly accurate and durable temperature probe 
specifically designed to thrive in the often hell-
ish kitchen environment.

IR-250
Provides contactless temperature 
measurements of products.

Features:

• 1,000 unique programmable items
• Multiple duty cycles per item
•  Link up to 8 SKT’s, & with a simple tap, to transfer items to the next station
• Add up to 64 Wireless Sensor Modules for temperature monitoring
• Up to 200 programmable builds
• Simple setup using a web browser
• Secure mount, horizontal or vertical display

Features:
• Customizable dashboards for each

location
• HACCP logging and data export
• User programmable alerts sent

by text or email
• Compatible with all Renau wireless

enabled devices
• Accounts with various levels of access
• Multiple monthly data plans available

SMART KITCHEN SYSTEM SMART KITCHEN TIMER
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In 2014 Renau Research & Development was established with the goal of developing software aimed at 
monitoring and controlling Renau wireless enabled foodservice equipment. As the result of nearly a decade 
of development, we proudly introduce Renau Cloud.

The flagship product of the Smart Kitchen System, Renau Cloud provides commercial kitchen operators a 
unifying solution where all Renau wireless enabled equipment and devices can be viewed in a single interface. 
Whether it’s a Renau connected blast chiller or a Wireless Sensor Module inside a walk-in cooler, the Cloud is 
capable of accommodating even the most expansive kitchen environments.

Renau wireless enabled equipment integrates seamlessly with the Cloud and allows for remote monitoring, 
programming and control, as well as data logging, diagnostics, and alerts. Operators with non-compatible 
equipment can still take advantage of Renau Cloud by incorporating products from the Smart Kitchen Sys-
tem into their equipment or kitchen.

One of the largest contributors to a restaurant’s success is  
high equipment performance. As with all things, sometimes 
equipment and components fail. One of the main purposes of 
the Renau Cloud is to prevent potential disasters by providing 
valuable alerts on equipment status.

With the ability to create multiple conditional alerts for each 
module or device, operators gain valuable insight into their 
equipment’s performance, and can even be notified when pre-
ventative maintenance may be necessary.

Break free from the limits of traditional channel based timers! Featuring a 6.8” touchscreen, Renau’s Smart 
Kitchen Timer sets the new industry standard by eliminating traditional product channels and replacing 
them with intuitive, virtually limitless tiles. Operators can program up to 1,000 of these tiles; each con-
taining a unique icon, description, timer, duty cycle(s), and action message(s). This level of customization 
essentially makes the SKT an all-in-one kitchen timer with the ability for a single unit to handle every single 
timed event, process, and task in the commercial kitchen.

The SKT features 2 different UI styles, one for “Cook Mode,” and another for “Hold Mode.” With modularity 
in mind, the SKT is also configurable in either horizontal or vertical orientation. This versatility allows for 
quick and easy mounting virtually anywhere in the kitchen. These areas include the grill, retherm station, 
fryer, hot/cold holding bins, prep table and drive through window.

As a brand new kitchen timer concept, the SKT also revolutionizes the way configuration and program 
updates are made. Instead of programming on the device itself, users connect their SKT to the powerful 
Configuration Tool. From there the only limitation is the imagination. Users can create nearly an endless 
number of product/process timers, task reminders, alerts messages, Groups, Job Aids, and more. Need 
to program more than one device? No problem! Simply create a master Configuration File containing all of 
your programming and upload it to any additional SKT’s.
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COOLER /FREEZER
CONTROL & MONITOR

Features:
• Temperature monitoring for up to two zones
• User programmable High/Low alarms
• Door switch and alarm
• Optional panic button and light with motion  
 sensor
• Temperature graphing and logging
• Door heater support
• Battery backup
• Probe failure detection
• Renau Cloud compatible

Renau’s CFCM-240 is the first modular cooler/freezer 
walk-in monitor AND control. Featuring a durable design 
sporting a vibrant 2.4” touchscreen display, the CFCM’s 
simple interface provides operators with easily recogniz-
able status information and alerts. As a member of the 
Smart Kitchen System line of products, the CFCM is fully 
compatible with Renau Cloud. Pairing with Renau Cloud 
adds additional functionality such as wireless program-
ming, monitoring, data logging, and email or SMS alerts. 
Along with wireless connectivity, the CFCM also includes 
all standard walk-in monitor features such as two zone 
support, high/low alarms, and battery backup.

The CFCM was designed to cater to the needs of both 
foodservice equipment manufacturers and kitchen oper-
ators alike. With support for all Renau modules, the CFCM 
has the ability to act as a complete monitor and control so-
lution for commercial refrigeration equipment. Manufac-
turers simply connect the proper power and temperature 
modules with the CFCM.  Foodservice operators looking 
to get more out of their walk-in can also take advantage 
of the CFCM. With dimensions comparable to common 
electrical junction boxes, a certified technician can quick-
ly and easily replace an existing walk-in monitor with the 
CFCM. Thereby providing a much more economical path 
to smart equipment.

Along with programmable high/low and door alarms, the 
CFCM also has the ability to detect and alert operators to 
failing temperature probes. This provides valuable time to 
replace probes BEFORE a potential disaster occurs.

As with all Renau products, modularity remains a key fo-
cus. The CFCM offers optional outputs for additional 
modules such as an external buzzer, panic button, motion 
sensor or door heater. It is precisely this level of integra-
tion that sets the CFCM-240 apart from other current of-
ferings.
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